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Finishes

There are gaskets. Then there’s Q-Lon – it has excellent compression recovery of 99%, 
giving constant height at corners for improved weathering. Furthermore, it provides 
low operating forces on gearing which in turn ensures ease of operation for the user.

Weather seal performance matters in windows, that’s why the Diamond Suite is supplied with Q-Lon pre-inserted into all sections.

Trust The World’s Best Weather Seal Gasket

‹  Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging from  
-20ºC to 70ºC with 99% memory recovery every time 

‹  Best acoustic and thermal performance across the  
widest temperature range 

‹  99% memory recovery. Retains shape year after year

‹  Low operating forces reduce wear and tear and 
gives ease of operation

‹  Leaves no rigid sprue after welding

‹  Manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Foils allow you to further bespoke the look of a building and create individuality. 
Furthermore, all our foils are supplied on 100% calcium organic material and 
applied using our eco friendly process.

All foils are available in these options: Foil on the  
outside and white on the inside, foil both internally  
and externally and also white outside with foil inside, the 
choice is yours.

All Duraflex foils are available on signature white profiles 
and bevelled or featured options. 

All foiled using Eco Friendly lamination, without the use of 
hazardous solvents.

Woodgrain on white achieves the look of traditional 
hardwood frames on the outside and brilliant white frames 
on the inside.

Other colours available on request and subject to extended 
lead times. 

Coloured Substrate

With the growing demand for 
coloured windows and doors 
and to further compliment 
our foil offering, here at 
Duraflex, we are committed to 
enhancing and developing our 
coloured substrate portfolio. 

In-line with both customer 
and consumer demand, we 
have expanded our coloured substrate options, including the 
introduction of: Tan, Grey, White, and Brown.  

Agate Grey

  Light Grey Slate Grey   Black/Brown

  Irish Oak
Anthracite Grey 
Smooth

Slate Grey 
Smooth

  Golden Oak Anthracite Grey  Rosewood

Signature White

  Chartwell Green

CreamWhite

PVCu Finish

Standard Foils

Special Foils




